
DLP #26

1. 2/3 of all adult Americans wears corrective 

lenses. Because of nearsightedness 

farsightedness or astigmatism.

2. One of the most dareing performers of all 

time were a French performer named 

Blondin, who crossed niagra falls on a 

tightrope.



DLP #27

1. The Mother language of queen Victoria 

who set on the throne of England for 64 

years is german.

2. The longest mountain range on earth lays 

under the ocean and is called dolphin rise 

and it extend from the arctic to the 

Antarctic with peaks so high they 

sometimes rose above the oceans 

surface.



DLP #28

1. The black widow spider is more 

harmfuller to humans then any other 

spider is.

2. Sawdust produces ice that is more strong 

and safer than normal ice sprinkled on 

top of a pond as it freezes.



DLP #29

1. Microwave ovens are popularer with 

collage students then with his parents.

2. Tourists see many sights walking through 

times square in New York city.



DLP #30

1. Anyways my friend. If your a male your 

70 times likelier to be color blind then a 

female is.

2. When looking far into outer space, distant 

stars are viewed threw both time and 

space.



DLP #31

1. Sharks don’t never get Cancer despite its 

famous appetite for everything including 

the kitchen sink.

2. Studying American History, Custer and 

his men was defeated at little big horn by 

the Sioux under the leadership of chief 

sitting bull.



DLP #32

1. Though batman nose every martial art he 

doesn’t have no superpowers like 

superman does.

2. Their is a lease for a plot of land next to 

Columb Barracks in Mullingar Island, 

which was signed on Dec. 3 1868 for 

10,000,000 years, a sewage tank has 

been placed on the plot.



DLP #33

1. The Hummingbird is the only bird that may 

fly backward and they may stay in 1 spot by 

beating there wings very fast and may also 

fly sideways or take off straight upward.

2. Rachel Carson, who’s book Silent Spring 

helped expose harmful affects of pesticides 

in our “Throwaway society.” She is highly 

regarded between environmentalists.



DLP #34

1. Is it alright to except donations from 

everyone except family members or do 

we need to await farther instructions?

2. Perhaps the most fussiest eater in the 

world is the beloved Koala bear of 

Australia, whom wont eat nothing accept 

eucalyptus leafs.



DLP #35

1. Who did writers at Musician magazine 

interview for they’re book on rock 

musicians, and what lead them to thos 

spacific performers?

2. The blue whale who is the largest 

creature on earth has a 1,200-pound 

heart. And blood vessels so large that a 

small child could crawl threw them.


